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Abstract— In timing analysis attackers study the transmission
pattern of different nodes in a network with the goal of extracting
information about users, applications, or the structure of the
network, even when the traffic is encrypted. Defeating timing
analysis attacks requires expensive traffic mixing measures that
equalize the transmission pattern at all nodes; such measures
are especially expensive for battery operated wireless devices. In
this paper, we first introduce TARP, a traffic mixing approach for
defeating timing analysis tailored towards sensor networks. While
TARP improves on traffic mixing approaches by combining multiple packets destined to different destinations in a single frame
(amortizing packet overhead), traffic mixing remains expensive.
To this end, we propose two techniques for improving the energy
efficiency of TARP: (1) Using multi-path routing to exploit the
available capacity engineered to defeat timing analysis; and (2)
Adaptive transmission control to allow the transmission pattern
to be adapted to the offered load without exposing the structure
of the network. Furthermore, we define and explore the notion
of relaxed timing analysis resilience where resilience is provided
with a limited scope that is well defined in space and/or time.
By controlling the scope to fit the application requirements,
substantial savings in energy (or delay) can be achieved, while
retaining desired levels of timing analysis resilience. Together, the
proposed techniques significantly reduce the overhead of TARP,
making timing analysis resilience more affordable for critical
applications.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Technological advances in VLSI, MEMS, and wireless
communication have ushered in a new age of miniature, low
cost, low-energy, micro-sensors. Networks of such devices,
called Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) hold the promise
of revolutionizing sensing across a range of civil, scientific,
military and industrial applications. WSNs differ from conventional networks in a number of respects. They are data
driven, often with complex traffic patterns. In addition, several
low level services are typically run collaboratively, for example, synchronization, location estimation or data aggregation.
Finally, micro-sensors are resource constrained. As a result,
sensor networks require new protocols that cater for their
unique characteristics and requirements.
WSNs pose new security challenges that require specialized solutions [1], [2]. Because of their self-configuring and
collaborative nature, WSNs are vulnerable to attacks on their
basic services such as routing and localization. They are also
vulnerable to physical attacks on the transducer or the wireless
communication channel (jamming). Compromising the data
can expose private information, or other types of information

of interest to the attacker. Perrig et al summarize security
concerns in WSNs [1], which vary significantly with the nature
of the application and the network [2].
In this paper, we consider a passive traffic analysis attack
on sensor networks [3]. Even if the data and basic services
are secure, an attacker can monitor the transmission pattern
to discern sensitive information. Such an attack is called a
timing analysis attack [4]. Timing analysis can expose activity
in the network (e.g., tipping off an intruder that they have been
detected), or the structure of the network (e.g., where a base
station is, allowing a focused jamming attack on it).
Traffic mixing [5] is a form of timing analysis protection
that makes the transmission pattern at nodes uniform; orthogonal to the data pattern. We start by proposing a Timing
Analysis Resilient Protocol (TARP) that prevents the above
mentioned passive attacks. TARP is a traffic mixing protocol
tailored towards WSNs. It uses one transmission to send out
multiple packets to different neighbors at the same time,
amortizing the cost of transmission headers over multiple
packets. Furthermore, it achieves timing analysis resilience by
de-correlating the transmission pattern from network events.
Timing analysis resilience comes at a high price: the traffic
must be equalized in space and time across all nodes. It is
critical to reduce this overhead for such techniques to be
practical. The two main contributions of this paper: using the
capacity available in multiple routes, and adaptive adjustment
of the TARP parameters to the offered load, do just that. The
paper also introduces the notion of bounded timing analysis
resilience and its use for further reductions in overhead. We
believe that these techniques together, represent a substantial
improvement of overhead with respect to state of the art in this
area. Together, they bring timing analysis resilience closer to
being practical for critical applications that require it.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We
discuss TARP and evaluate it in Section II. The extensions to
TARP: multi-path routing and adaptive TARP, are discussed
and evaluated in Section III. The notion of bounded timing
analysis resilience is introduced in Section IV, related work
is discussed in Section V and conclusions are presented in
Section VI.
II. TARP: T IMING A NALYSIS R ESILIENT P ROTOCOL
It is common in WSNs to have a data gathering communication pattern where multiple sensors that detect an event or
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are in a position to respond to a query report to a base-station
where the data is collected. In Figure 1, the path followed by
the packets from a source S towards a base-station D is shown
by shaded circles. Each node in this path receives a packet and
forwards it. The exceptions to this are S and D; S generates
the packets and D consumes them. An observer that simply
monitors S, without having access to any information within
the packets, can know that an event occurred. Moreover, since
wireless sniffers are inexpensive, it is possible that an attacker
can overhear all transmissions occurring in the network. Such
an attacker can then track the path taken by a packet and
expose the structure of the network (e.g., the location of a
base station or critical relays).
Such timing analysis attacks can be defeated by decorrelating the transmission pattern from the data generation/forwarding pattern. More specifically, the transmission
pattern should be de-correlated (1) temporally, from the data
generation and forwarding pattern and (2) spatially, so that
the behavior of any location in the network is identical to
other locations. This spatial de-correlation defeats attacks such
as packet counting to identify differences between nodes and
identify communication paths or the structure of the network.
TARP achieves de-correlation by using an approach called
traffic mixing [5], [6] whereby the transmission rate at all
nodes is identical, achieving both spatial and temporal decorrelation. This transmission pattern is independent of the
data being exchanged, hiding the information exploited by
timing analysis attacks. TARP specializes traffic mixing to
WSNs by allowing every transmitted frame to hold multiple
data packets that could be destined to different neighbors.
Since the packet is broadcast, each neighbor receives it and is
able to extract the packets that are destined to it (reliability can
be layered on top of this mechanism if desired). This approach
exploits the broadcast nature of the wireless medium to reduce
the overhead of communication by combining multiple packets
in one packet. In sensor networks where the size of the sensed
data is often small, this saving can be substantial.
The TARP protocol works as follows. Each node sets a timer
for when to send the next frame according to its local TARP
schedule. The TARP schedule has to be invariant across all
the nodes to provide spatial de-correlation; one simple way to
achieve this invariance is to use a fixed transmission schedule
at all nodes. When it is time to transmit, the sender packs up
to n packets in the TARP frame where n is the maximum
number of slots in the frame. Note that these packets could
be destined to different neighbors. If the sender has less than
n packets, it fills the extra slots with dummy packets. Each
packet can be encrypted with a receiver specific key, or the
whole frame could be encrypted with one key. The sender then

Parameter
Simulation Time
Number of Nodes
Node Layout
Internode Distance
Transmission Range
Propagation Model
MAC Protocol
Data Packet Size
Number of Packets in a TARP frame

Value
250 sec
100
10x10 Grid
26 m
40 m
TwoRayGround
802.11
32 bytes
5

TABLE I
S IMULATION PARAMETERS FOR NS -2

passes the packet to the MAC protocol for transmission.
TARP is independent of the underlying MAC protocol; it
simply reshapes the traffic forwarded from the network layer
before handing it to the MAC layer for transmission. The
MAC then broadcasts this packet based on its transmission
algorithm. A receiver extracts the packets destined to itself,
and those it has to forward. Forwarding occurs according to a
routing protocol, which is also independent of TARP.
Figure 2 shows the resulting transmission pattern observed
in a network with TARP enabled nodes. The traffic pattern is
identical to the one in Figure 1 but the transmission pattern
is completely different. Using TARP, there is no way of
determining the source, destination, path of a flow, or even
if there is a flow.
We evaluate TARP with the NS-2 simulator. We implement
TARP as a shim layer between the MAC and routing layer.
Unless otherwise stated, the simulations use the parameters
shown in Table I. We use a scenario where the sink is at
the center of the grid and sources are at the left edge of the
network. Six sources generate constant bit rate packets at 1
packets/second. This sort of a transmission scenario is typical
in a sensor network where a number of nodes sense an event
and report it to a base station. Figure 3 presents the behavior of
TARP as the number of slots in a TARP frame and the frame
transmission frequency are varied. For Figure 3(a) each frame
has five slots and in Figure 3(b) the transmission frequency is 1
packet/second. Increasing the capacity of TARP by increasing
either of these parameters improves performance, in terms of
throughput and delay. However, this improvement is limited by
the physical capacity of the medium. When transmission rate
or TARP frame size is increased beyond the physical capacity
of the channel, performance drops sharply due to excessive
collisions.
Figure 3(c) shows another view of the overhead of using
TARP - the percentage of transmissions that actually carry
data. For low transmission rates the throughput is very low as
seen in Figure 3(a), even though there is significant unused
capacity in the network (signified by a low utilization). These
results show that there is additional capacity in the network
that can be utilized.
III. I MPROVEMENTS

TO

TARP

The overhead incurred for defeating traffic analysis is significant; equalizing traffic in time requires expensive extra
transmissions even when little data is being reported, and
in areas where little activity is occurring. These additional
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transmissions have two adverse effects: (1) They drain the
energy of sensors unnecessarily; and (2) they can take up
available bandwidth reducing the capacity of the network to
carry the actual data traffic. Thus, it is critical to develop
approaches to reduce the overhead of traffic mixing in order
to make it practical for energy and bandwidth challenged
networks such as WSNs. This section presents the two main
contributions of this paper: (1) multi-path routing; and (2) rate
adaptation. Their goal is to reduce the overhead of TARP.
A. M-TARP: Multipath TARP
Whether a node has data or not, it transmits according to
the TARP schedule. This produces extra capacity that can be
utilized to improve the performance of the network. Instead of
sending all traffic through one path, the traffic can be spread
over multiple paths to the destination, taking advantage of the
available unused capacity in these paths.
The idea of multi-path routing has been investigated in
the context of multi-hop wireless networks [7], [8]. In this
approach, the routing protocol discovers multiple paths that
are then all used to deliver packets to the destination. Multipath routing may increase capacity or resilience to path failure.
However, in conventional multi-hop wireless networks, it may
not lead to appreciable improvement in capacity because
some of the links making up the different paths may be in
interference range with each other competing for the channel
(for example, near the sink). For TARP, this effect does
not come into play, because multi-path routing simply takes
advantage of the available slots in packets that are being sent
anyway, and does not require any additional transmissions–it
comes for free.
Multipath routing was implemented to run on top of TARP.
Each node caches multiple paths to the sinks as it receives their
periodic advertisements. These advertisements are the sending
node’s routing table. The nodes use hop count to determine
which paths to use. Each node forwards packets to nodes closer
to the destination (in terms of hop-count) or of equal distance
to the destination. This enables packets to take slightly longer
but less congested paths. We call the resulting protocol MTARP.
B. A-TARP: Adaptive TARP
The original TARP specification can accommodate preplanned variation in the traffic rate as long as all nodes follow
the same long term pattern; for example, different sensors

can alternate between being active and sleeping, and as long
as all nodes follow the same pattern of variation over time,
timing analysis is defeated. In this way, the pattern can be
pre-planned to enable optimizations such as sleeping sensors.
In this section, however, we propose to adaptively modify the
transmission pattern in response to the current state of the
traffic.
To support a given traffic demand TARP would have to
function at a rate that can provide enough capacity for peak
demand at hot-spots. In doing so there would be extremely
high overhead for non-peak demands. A middle ground would
be to have TARP adapt its transmission schedule to cater to
current demand. We propose to vary the sending rate at all
nodes identically. As a result, TARP is provisioned at the level
appropriate for the current traffic, but no higher: it will be
able to adapt to low activity periods, reducing overhead in
those instances, or adapt up in high activity periods to improve
performance in those periods.
Note that adapting the sending rate in this way exposes
information about the level of activity at the hot-spots in the
network. However, the spatial aspect of traffic analysis is not
compromised since all nodes continue to behave identically.
This approach represents a relaxed form of the timing analysis
resilience requirement that may represent an acceptable tradeoff for some applications. We explore the notion of relaxed
timing analysis resilience more formally in Section IV.
C. Evaluation of the Extensions
In this section we compare the impact of the two proposed
extensions and their combination on TARP performance. Unless otherwise specified, the experimental setup is identical
to that described in section II. In Figure 4 we see relative
performance of basic and multipath TARP. For delivery ratio,
Figure 4(a), multipath TARP utilizes available capacity to give
much higher delivery ratio and reaches its peak performance
much faster than basic TARP. Basic TARP is limited by the
capacity of single path routing and faces much more queue
drops. As Figure 4(c) shows, multipath TARP reduces the
number of queue drops hence delivering a much higher number
of packets (Figure 4(b)). Alternatively, we can achieve the
same performance as basic TARP at a significantly lower overhead by using a lower TARP transmission rate and exploiting
the extra capacity in other paths.
We used two more scenarios to evaluate the different flavors

(a) Effect on Delivery Ratio
(b) Effect on Number of Packets Received
(c) Effect on Queue Drops
Fig. 4. Varying Application Transmission rate and Comparing Performance of Basic TARP and Multipath TARP

of TARP. (1) Four nodes each at two corners of the grid
sending data to a sink at the opposite corner. This scenario
causes cross-traffic to generate a bottleneck at the center of
the grid; and (2) Twenty Senders lining the left side of the
grid sending data to a single sink on the right side of the grid.
This causes data to ”funnel” towards the sink, a typical data
flow pattern in WSNs. Figure 5 shows the results of these
scenarios.
Figure 5 shows the relative performance of two versions
of Basic TARP, multi-path TARP (M-TARP), adaptive TARP
(A-TARP) and TARP with both multipath and adaptive implemented together (AM-TARP). The two versions of BASIC
tarp are TARP Low, with a low transmission rate of one TARP
frame every 4 seconds, and TARP High, with a high rate of
one TARP frame every 2 seconds. The transmission rate of
A-TARP at its maximum and that of TARP High is the same.
TARP High performs much better than TARP Low at high
traffic load for the cross traffic scenario, Figure 5(a). However,
the better performance comes at a much higher overhead,
Figure 5(c). A-TARP chooses the optimal spot between these
two approaches. At high load, it adapts its transmission rate
upwards and gets high throughput at a high overhead; at low
load it adapts downwards and saves on overhead. At high load,
A-TARP takes some time to adapt to the traffic load and hence
has a lower throughput than TARP High. A-TARP also reduces
transmission rate as the queues at the bottleneck nodes are
emptied, this contributes to the difference in throughput and
delay (Figure 5(d)) performance.
M-TARP also performs better than TARP Low. For MTARP, the maximum capacity is limited by the number of
neighbors of the sink that can forward traffic coming through
different paths. In this case, this number is two, giving a
performance twice as good as TARP Low. M-TARP performs
better in terms of delay by using multiple paths and getting
more data across in the same time. This also results in fewer
queue drops, Figure 5(b). AM-TARP benefits from both rate
adaptation and multipath routing and performs better than the
alternatives.
It should be clear that the performance argument has a dual
overhead argument – to get the same performance as basic
TARP, the proposed techniques can make do with a much
lower average TARP transmission rate. In terms of overhead,
M-TARP and TARP Low have the same overhead, as shown
in figure 5(c). Adapting the transmission rate causes A-TARP

and AM-TARP to have high overhead in the presence of
high traffic load and low overhead otherwise. However, in
both cases A-TARP and AM-TARP maintain high throughput.
However, since AM-TARP also has the benefit of using more
of the available capacity, it’s overhead is lower than A-TARP.
This is because AM-TARP does not need to adapt to the
highest transmission rate.
To evaluate how A-TARP changes frame transmission rate
over time we use the same scenario as described in section II.
The senders send data for 100 seconds and then stop sending.
Figure 5(f) shows how A-TARP modifies its transmission rate
according to the offered traffic. A-TARP adaptively changes
its transmission rate according to the load on the network.
Rather than fixing the transmission rate, giving packet drops
if the rate is too low or unnecessary energy drain if it is too
high, A-TARP delivers packet under high load and reduces
energy consumption under low load.
IV. R ELAXING R EQUIREMENTS –B OUNDED T IMING
R ESILIENCE
In this section, we introduce the idea of a bounded timing
analysis resilience, which relaxes absolute timing analysis
resilience to achieve higher energy efficiency or lower delay.
TARP provides absolute timing analysis resilience – exposing
no information for all time, and across all areas of the
network. For most applications, this represents overprotection.
By relaxing this requirement to a less restrictive one that
still meets the application desired protection level, we may
be able to significantly reduce the overhead. For example,
adaptive TARP presented in the previous section represents a
relaxation of TARP in that it exposes some limited information
about the level of activity in the network, but hides all spatial
information, to achieve significant savings in energy level.
In this section, we explore one important example of relaxation of TARP. Specifically, for many applications, it is
likely that timing analysis resilience is of interest only for a
bounded amount of time. When the behavior of the network
changes, we desire, with a certain probability, that an observer
is not able to discover the change for a given period of time.
For example, we may want a 95% confidence that it will
take intruders ten minutes or more to discover that they were
detected (as evidence a higher reporting rate of the sensors).
If ten minutes represent sufficient time for security to move
in and apprehend the intruder, this time represents sufficient
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protection from timing analysis. Absolute protection requires
that we provision the network for all time at the higher rate
needed when the network detects an intruder–we are able to
significantly reduce this overhead with relaxation. In contrast,
adaptive TARP is insufficient here because it only provides
spatial but not temporal protection; the intruder can surmise
from the change in reporting rate that she has been detected.
We consider a version of TARP where all nodes transmit at
the same rate according to an exponential probability distribution. Note that this version satisfies the TARP requirement
since all nodes are behaving identically at all times. We
develop the probability of detection discretely, assuming transmissions occur in slots; however, a continuous formulation
is also possible. Assume that the probability of transmission
at a given time slot is Tslow ; an attacker can estimate this
probability by observing the number of transmissions over
time. The timing analysis problem is then to detect whether
the transmission rate has increased since it signifies that the
attacker has been detected. In the active mode (e.g., when an
intruder is detected), the transmission probability increases to
Tf ast as the sensors report data more frequently. Thus, instead
of having to provision for Tf ast at all times, we can make do
with the lower Tslow .
Assume that an intruder takes a sample at the start of the
observation period and determines the mean and standard deviation over n time slots. To determine whether the transmission
rate has increased, the observer must test the hypothesis that
the rate has changed. For example, if a 95% confidence is
needed that a change is not detected the following inequality
must be satisfied
1.96
√
Tslow ≤ Tf ast −
Tf ast ∗ n ∗ n
[9] where n is the number of slots (which can be mapped to

detection time) and 1.96 is the value (or alternatively normal
distribution value) for the desired confidence level. For example, the equation can provide the value of Tslow for a known
Tf ast maximum transmission rate with the desired confidence
level, for a given n number of slots before detection. The
overhead saving ratio of Tslow to Tf ast is shown for different
values of n at 95% confidence in Figure 6. As the value
Ratio of Transmission Rates (Tnew/Told)
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of n increases the allowable (undetectable) change in Tslow
reduces. In other words, larger values of n give a higher
confidence with which a change in transmission probability
is detected. However, a larger value of n translates to more
time required to determine that an event was detected. Hence,
a node can increase its transmission rate briefly to deliver the
urgent data and then shift back to the original sending rate
without the attacker detecting the change. Therefore, n is set
based on the time that needs to pass before timing analysis
fails and an attacker has 95% confidence or higher that the
rate has changed. If n is set to ∞ we have absolute TARP;
the smaller the value of desired protection period n, the more
energy can be saved. The above example is the behavior of one
node’s transmission, however, this same approach can be used

to activate a path by controlling the transmission probability
of the whole path together.

in performance (but restricting the protection from timing
analysis resilience).

V. R ELATED W ORK
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Deng et al. [17] discuss the traffic analysis problem as
it relates to Multi-Hop Wireless Networks (MHWNs). They
isolate the properties that enable traffic analysis. In a followup
work [18] the authors propose using randomized paths and
false paths (not leading to their destination) to prevent such
attacks.
These schemes are at the routing layer and require a
particular routing protocol. They also do not prevent analysis
of control packet traffic. The communication between nodes is
point-to-point with built in reliability that has to be used for the
protocol to function correctly. This ties down the applicability
of the protocols to specific and limited scenarios.
The work closest to TARP is ANODR [6]. ANODR proposes transmitting packets at constant rate in the context of
ad hoc networks. Packets are buffered at a node until it
is time for that node to transmit. At such a time, a fixed
number of packets are transmitted from the node’s buffer. The
major differences between ANODR and TARP is our focus on
WSN and energy efficiency. ANODR transmits single slotted
fixed-size packets where as TARP transmits frames; given the
small sample sizes commonly used in sensor networks, multislotted frames decrease transmission overheads. Furthermore,
we use multi-path routing to harvest the available capacity
present in the network, and rate adapting TARP transmissions
to meet hot-spot demands. In addition, we also contribute
and explore the concept of relaxed timing analysis resilience.
The resulting energy efficiency is critical for making timing
analysis resilience feasible in WSNs.
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VI. C ONCLUDING R EMARKS
In this paper, we investigated techniques for making timing analysis resilience approaches efficient in the context of
WSNs. We propose TARP, a traffic mixing approach that uses
a single packet with multiple slots; this amortizes the overhead associated with packet transmission over multiple data
samples. In TARP, all nodes transmit using identical patterns,
completely decorrelating transmissions from data, and making
all nodes appear identical. We then propose using multi-path
routing and adaptive rate control to improve performance of
TARP and reduce overhead. Finally, we explore the notion of
relaxed traffic analysis resilience to achieve further savings
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